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Abstract. Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) is an imaging technique
acquiring unique time signals for different tissues. Although the acquisition is
highly accelerated, the reconstruction time remains a problem, as the state-of-theart template matching compares every signal with a set of possible signals. To
overcome this limitation, deep learning based approaches, e.g. Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have been proposed. In this work, we investigate the
applicability of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for this reconstruction
problem, as the signals are correlated in time. Compared to previous methods
based on CNNs, RNN models yield significantly improved results using in-vivo
data.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic Resonance (MR) Imaging techniques mainly provide qualitative images, that
mostly are T1 or T2 weighted. Thus, only qualitative contrast between different tissues
is shown, without a real quantitative information which can be an important biomarker.
In contrast, Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) is a recently proposed
technique to generate quantitative parameter maps of physical relaxation times T 1 and
T2. During its acquisition, imaging parameters such as Flip Angle (FA) or Repetition
Time (TR) are varied to create unique time signals (fingerprints) per voxel for the
different relaxation times of the underlying tissues [1]. Although spiral readouts and
high undersampling [2] enable fast acquisition, the state-of-the-art reconstruction
suffers from large computational effort. Acquired fingerprints are compared with a
dictionary of pre-simulated fingerprints [1], which is subject to the following
limitations: The dictionary only contains a limited number of possible fingerprints due
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to storage and computational limitations. Reconstruction time is dependent on the
number of dictionary entries, and furthermore, it can only result in discrete parameters
contained in the dictionary. If the true fingerprint’s parameters are not included in the
dictionary, the reconstructed result will be erroneous [3]. In order to overcome this
limitation and to be able to provide matching results without the incorporation of a
large dictionary, various approaches using Deep Learning (DL) were proposed. The
main advantages of DL based approaches are two-fold: (1) The short computation time,
which is independent of the number of the signals contained in the dictionary, and (2)
the more efficient representation of the dictionary, while providing continuous results.
The methods mainly focus on applying Fully Connected Neural Networks (FNNs) [4],
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [5,6] or other architectures, e.g. [7,8].
Furthermore, the influence of magnitude or complex-valued signals as input to the
networks is investigated [9,10]. While FNNs are known to tend to overfitting due to the
huge number of parameters, CNN layers are not optimally suited for processing of
time-resolved sequences.
In this work, we show the applicability of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for
solving the MRF reconstruction problem. The acquired signals are correlated in time,
thus, RNNs are well suited for this reconstruction problem. They can provide a more
effective structure than simple CNN layers, as they are capable of memorization of
temporal structures within the sequences. We evaluate our method using in-vivo data
from one healthy volunteer and compare it to another deep learning method based on a
CNN [6].

2. Methods
2.1. Data
Data were acquired as axial brain slices in one healthy volunteer (female, 24 years) on
a MAGNETOM Skyra 3T MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany)
using a prototype sequence based on Fast Imaging with Steady State Precession (FISP)
with spiral readout and the following parameters: Field-of-view (FOV) ͵ͲͲ mm,
resolution ͳǤͳͳݔǤͳݔͷǤͲmm3, variable TR (ͳʹ െ ͳͷms), FA ( ͷ െ Ͷι), number
of repetitions: ͵ͲͲͲ, resulting in fingerprints of length ܰ ൌ ͵ͲͲͲ [2]. The parameter
maps reconstructed with a state-of-the-art method using the uncompressed fingerprints
and the dictionary [1,2] were used as the ground truth for our training and testing. We
used a fine-resolved dictionary (T 1: ͷͲ െ ͶͷͲͲms, T2: ʹͲ െ ͺͲͲms, B1+: Ͳ െ ͳ͵Ͳ%,
overall about ͳ͵ͳǡͲͲͲ fingerprints) in order to provide accurate ground truth data.
2.2. Deep Learning Models
In order to implement RNNs for this task, we used a commonly known technique,
namely Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layers [11]. It is known, that like other
recurrent layers, the performance of a LSTM layer suffers from too long sequences
[12]. Thus, keeping the sequence length in moderate sizes is recommended.
Experiments have shown that by applying the LSTM layer directly on the whole
fingerprint sequence (3000 data points as sequence axis) - independent from the
subsequent design of the network - the model did not solve the regression problem. As
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well as (1), the large sequence length of 3000 steps as (2) the small content per time
step (one value in case of magnitude, two values in case of complex data) counteracts
the total regression performance. Reshaping the sequence into 30 even sized parts, each
consisting of 100 time points in alternated order in front of the LSTM layer as the first
layer of the network, solves these limitations at once. The reduction from 3000 to 30
iterations considerably decreases the risk of having vanishing/exploding gradient
related problems, furthermore improving the total inference and training speed. At the
same time, each step contains 100 (amplitude) or 200 (real and imaginary) data points;
therefore, reshaping increases the amount of information per sequence element.
Afterwards, one single LSTM is applied followed by ReLU and BatchNormalization
[13]. Multiple LSTM layers in subsequent order performed disadvantageous in our
reshaped setup. Our best perfoming architecture is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. RNN model. The magnitude case is abbreviated with ‘M’ and the complex case with ‘C’. After each
computational layer follow ReLU and BatchNormalization layers, but they were omitted for reasons of
clarity.

Layer
Input

Output Shape
M: 3000 x 1
C: 3000 x 2
M: 30 x 100
C: 30 x 200
30 x 300
9000
2000
1333
666
2

Reshape
LSTM
Flatten
Dense
Dense
Dense
Dense

2.3. Training and Evaluation
In total 8 axial brain slices as complex valued signals were measured as described in
Section 2.1, where 6 of them were used for training, one for validation and one for
testing. We trained the RNN and the CNN models using magnitude and complex input
signal courses each for 100 epochs. We used the mean squared error as the loss
function and optimized by ADAM [14] on a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 GPU using
Python APIs of Keras [15] and TensorFlow [16].
For the evaluation, differences between ground truth and predicted T1 and T2
relaxation times were measured with the absolute mean error ߤ௦ and the absolute
standard deviation ߪ௦ , where ݐௗ denotes the T1 or T2 prediction and ݐ௧ the T1 or
T2 ground truth of in total ܰ fingerprint sequences, computed as follows (Eqs. (1) and
(2) ):
ߤ௦  ൌ

ଵ
ே

ே

ୀหݐǡௗ െ ݐǡ௧ ห
ଵ
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The best model based on validation loss out of 100 training epochs was used for
testing. All different models were tested using one measurement excluded during the
training and validation processes. We compared our RNN model to the CNN based
reconstruction described in [6] with small architectural changes to further improve the
results (BatchNormalization layers after each ReLU, see Table 2).
Table 2. Improved CNN Model based on [6]. The magnitude case is abbreviated with ‘M’ and the complex
case with ‘C’. After each computational layer follow ReLU and BatchNormalization layers, but they were
omitted for reasons of clarity. Every convolution uses ‘same’ mode for padding. Kernel size is abbreviated
with ‘KS’ and stride with ‘S’.

Layer
Input
Conv1D (KS: 15, S:5)
Conv1D (KS: 10, S:3)
Conv1D (KS: 5, S:3)
Conv1D (KS: 3, S:2)
Average Pooling
Flatten
Dense
Dense
Dense
Dense

Output Shape
M: 3000 x 1
C: 3000 x 2
598 x 30
197 x 60
97 x 120
48 x 240
23 x 240
5520
1000
500
300
2

3. Results
The comparison between the CNN and the RNN model regarding their performance on
the test data set is shown in Table 3. The best reconstruction results were achieved
using complex data and the RNN model. We were able to reduce the absolute mean
error in T1 by 67% and in T2 by 60% compared to the CNN architecture evaluated on
magnitude signals [6]. Using the CNN architecture on complex data, the absolute mean
error can be reduced in T 1 by 60% and in T2 by 50% compared to its magnitude
counterpart. Exemplary qualitative in-vivo results of the test data set are shown in
Figures 1 and 2.
The inference time for each reconstruction method was measured on a 2.4 GHz
Intel Xeon E5620 and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070. The regression of one single
sequence with the pattern matching [1] took 30.3 ms (CPU), the prediction using the
CNN model took 1.106 ms (on GPU 0.226 ms), and the prediction using the RNN
model took 0.984 ms on CPU (on GPU 0.296 ms).
Table 3. Error on complex and magnitude sequences of the same test data set. The CNN and RNN errors
were measured with the mean absolute and mean standard deviation error denoted with ߤ௦ േ ߪ௦ in ms.

Architecture
CNN Magnitude
RNN Magnitude
CNN Complex
RNN Complex

T1 Error [ms]
89 ± 160
82 ± 159
36 ± 108
29 ± 94

T2 Error [ms]
20 ± 48
18 ± 46
10 ± 33
8 ± 30
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Figure 1. Shown are images of the test data set. Top row left: T1 ground truth image. Rectangle marks the
region in all other subimages. Top row right: T1 subimage of ground truth. Middle row left: T1 difference
between RNN prediction on complex signals and ground truth. Middle row right: RNN predictions on
complex signals. Bottom row left: T1 difference between CNN prediction on magnitude signals and ground
truth. Bottom row right: CNN predictions on magnitude signals. For better visibility, all relative error maps
were clipped at 100 %, the background of all T1 maps was set to -200 and they were windowed equally for
fair comparison (0 - 4,000 ms).
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Figure 2. Shown are images of the test data set. Top row left: T2 ground truth image. Rectangle marks the
region in all other subimages. Top row right: T2 subimage of ground truth. Middle row left: T2 difference
between RNN prediction on complex signals and ground truth. Middle row right: RNN predictions on
complex signals. Bottom row left: T2 difference between CNN prediction on magnitude data and ground truth.
Bottom row right: CNN predictions on magnitude signals. For better visibility, all relative error maps were
clipped at 100 %, the background of all T2 maps was set to -200 and they were windowed equally for fair
comparison (0 - 600 ms).
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
Our qualitative results in Figures 1 and 2 show, that in comparison to a CNN, a RNN is
able to reduce the prediction errors. Furthermore, the errors mostly are distributed at
regions with high noise even in the ground truth maps, especially at borders from soft
tissues to the brain skull. In contrary, a CNN predicts a map with errors which are
increased and distributed over all tissues. From our quantitative results, two main
aspects can be observed: First, DL reconstruction results can be significantly improved
by using both components of the complex input signals (like [1]) instead of using only
the magnitudes. Although the size of the input layer is increased by a factor of 2, the
improvement on the reconstructed images is significant and shows the importance of
both components contained in the complex-valued signals. Second, the RNN
architecture outperforms previously published CNN architecture, as results obtained
from the RNN model are hardly distinguishable from the ground truth data. As the
fingerprints are signals correlated in time, RNNs provide a well-suited solution for
solving the regression task in MRF reconstruction. Furthermore, the reconstruction
based on neural networks is significantly faster than the pattern matching approach –
up to a factor of 30. To achieve a faster reconstruction using the approach in [1], the
dictionary size would have to be reduced, but this would lead to substantial errors in
the parameter maps due to the discretization. For DL approaches, however, the
reconstruction time remains the same independent of the different parameter
combinations contained in the training data. The burden of long computation time is
moved away from the reconstruction itself to the training, but this is done only once.
Although we showed the successful applicability of RNNs and their improvements
for MRF reconstruction in this work, following limitations of the current status must be
noted: We compared our DL approaches with ground truth provided by the template
matching method [1]. While these quantitative maps can be erroneous due to known
drawbacks of this template matching method [3], our comparison remains fair, as we
have the same ground truth basis for all our methods. Furthermore, the dictionary was
simulated using a considerably large amount of entries to reduce such matching errors.
Future work will include the comparison of our approach to another quantitative MR
techniques or using phatoms with provided quantitative ground truth values. Another
drawback is the limited used data here. A future confirmation of our method on a large
data set containing brain slices from different volunteers is another important step to
show the generalization ability over multiple objects and different anatomies.
Furthermore, a systematic evaluation of different kinds and compositions of RNN
architectures will be investigated for their influence on the results.
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